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Hello, we are 4 (1 girl and 3 boys) 12 year old 7th graders from New Zealand. for our VEX IQ
Make it Real CHallenge entry this year we have, after pondering upon it, decided to make

The Ramposaurous so we can pick up cubes with ease in the game that we play,

Vex Iq Squared Away! We will now explain what it can do, its purpose and how it was built,
in a brief description.
THE Ramposaurous works essentially like an upwards slide where the object in question, in
this case a cube, slides on to the ramposaurous and falls into the box area so that it can be
transported. THE RAMPOSAUROUS can be used with a functioning “arm” on top of it so users
can easily put on and take off cubes. The RAMPOSAUROUS’s main function however is to
simply ram into cubes quickly so that they slide on top, and, to take the cube off, you
would jerk your robot forward slightly so the cube would fall off.
THE RAMPOSAUROUS would consist of numerous existing vex iq pieces (shown as grey in
tinkercad) with the unique piece being the ramp itself (shown as purple in tinkercad). THE
CYAN AREAS INDICATE ANOTHER PIECE WE DESIGNED IN VARIOUS SIZES. The 3D printed model
however showcases the full RAMPOSAUROUS WITH A COMPLETE SET OF PIECES.
We started designing the RAMPOSAUROUS by logging onto Tinkercad (version 4.10) and
playing with the different shapes to see what we could come up with. Through this process we
watched as other teams in our club struggled to pick up the cube and push it. So, in turn,

we decided to design some sort of part which would pick up the cube with ease, without an
“arm”. Once we had the design for the RAMPOSAUROUS, we uploaded the Tinkercad design to
Fusion 360 (version 2.0.7046) so that we could render it and get a clearer model. After we
uploaded the project to fusion 360 we started to see the little imperfections that the
design contained. so, to fix this problem, we made small alterations in the Tinkercad
design and tried uploading to Fusion 360 again, we repeated this process several times.

After getting to a point where we were happy with the quality of our design we went to a
local makerspace where we had access to several 3D printing machines. We uploaded our
Tinkercad design to one of the in-house computers and started the 3D printing process. We
returned the next day to see that the top of our model (we printed it upwards) had split off
the bottom due to the fact that the colours had been switched half way (the first ran out).
To fix this issue, we used quick set epoxy resin to bond the two parts together. After this we
shaved off the excess with a box cutter.
From this project we have learned that when designing and 3D printing any type of model,
trial and error should always be expected. We have realised during this process that when
trying to create something from scratch, it is easier to first and foremost think about
the problem you want to solve. If there are no particular problems you want to solve, then
it is best to think about all the little inconveniences you face day to day to do with that
project, and think of ways you can partially or fully solve the problem. Even before we
started working on this challenge we would use Tinkercad quite often for school projects.
We will continue using Tinkercad as our primary software and we will start to
incorporate Fusion 360 into the process as well. We are planning to keep using Fusion 360

for school, community and personal projects to the point where we can adopt it as our new
primary software. Tinkercad and Fusion 360 are great software programs to learn if one is
ever involved with a robotics program or club. They are great assets to have since they
provide such a vast range of skills to learn. We think that learning how to use any type of
3D modeling software is a good idea if you are planning on implementing robotics into
any part of your career, as we are. Our plans differ from each other but we are all planning
to have at least a touch of robotics in our career pathways if not our whole careers. We hope
to keep studying robotics and slowly start thinking about ways to add it in to our lives.
Overall, we had a lot of fun doing the Vex Iq Make It Real Challenge and we hope others did
too!

